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WHERE WERE YOU?

Disruption was everywhere in the 2010’s

“If the last decade has taught us anything, 
it’s that we can’t predict the future. 

No one can”. 

Hay Global Group Dec 2019

“Great growing engine of change”

Alvin Toffler, Author and Futurist 



LEADERSHIP INSIGHT

A war on the world 

We cannot solve in a linear way

Highly entangled environment – requires disentanglement

“Is there a silver lining to our current business environment?

I would say yes. The leadership skills you are building now 

will continue to serve you after COVID-19. 

There is no going back to exactly where we were before.

New opportunities will open up – maybe virtual workforces 

on a level we’ve never seen before”.

Harvard Business Review, May 2020



LEADERSHIP IN CRISIS

Greek krisis – “decision” or a “decisive moment

Medical Latin – “a turning point in a disease”; 
critical point for patient to get better or worse 

Difficult or dangerous times when decisions are 
required that make or break

What have been decisive moments for you?

What have you learnt about yourself?



WHAT LEADERS ARE CALLED ON TO DO…
Bolster your individual resilience and wellbeing

Adapt to your fast-changing environment

Clarify complex thoughts

Explore a new idea

Reshape your existing business model

Reprioritise

Develop your personalised action plan to move forward

Make tough decisions with confidence

Maintain team cohesion in uncertain times

Manage new ways of working, for yourself and your team

Consider others’ points of view and practice empathy

Make sense of your context – personal and professional.



THREE PERSPECTIVES – HOW LEADERS CAN 
RESPOND WITH COHERENCE
Concept of coherence – something that is logical and consistent; makes sense as a whole

 in the midst of ambiguity, uncertainty and rapid change

Perspective 1: Rework our leadership identity
 Wisdom from the Enneagram

 Afrisam case study

Perspective 2: Decision-making using complexity theory

 Cynefin framework

 Tips for Responding

Perspective 3: Insights from Neuroscience to help motivate

 How do we operationalise these insights?



PERSPECTIVE 1: REWORK OUR LEADERSHIP IDENTITY

The new normal

Continuous state of situational awareness

Clear direction in midst of uncertainty

Boundaries and safety rails

How am I showing up?

What impact am I having?

“Deeply held narratives of  

what it means to lead have 

been challenged” 

Isabel Lawrence, Chief Compliance 

Officer, Standard Bank Group



WHAT IS THE ENNEAGRAM
Archetypal model of 9 Types used for 

personal development from open systems 
perspective – does not box people, rather 

measures where you resonate

Provides deeper insight into core motivations 
and fears driving behaviour, needs and 

interaction;

Explores deeper layers of personality in 
understanding human nature and consciousness

Our focus is on continuous self-awareness 
and also the collective insights that the 

Enneagram team wheel offers



RESPONDING WITH COHERENCE

Ennea type 1 – notice what is broken; focus on who/what is or could be responsible

Ennea type 2 – notice the people impact; survival instincts and positive outlook

Ennea type 3 – immediate prioritisation; what to tackle first; the pragmatic approach

Ennea type 4 – notice the impact, feelings and deeper meanings, seeing parallels

Ennea type 5 – the need to pause, step back and evaluate before acting

Ennea type 6 – notice unstable structures, scanning for danger; recommending alternatives

Ennea type 7 – take the scene in fully; begin trouble-shooting fast, moving to action with passion

Ennea type 8 – see what needs to be done and start; active role in coordinating and directing others 

Ennea type 9 - notice the different groups involved; respond and move to facilitate and synchronize



OVEREXTENSION
It can get ugly when we overextend ourselves without awareness

Lumina Learning,

Nicole Martin 



PERSPECTIVE 2: DECISION-MAKING USING 
COMPLEXITY THEORY 



Dave Snowden

Cognitive Edge 
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TIPS FROM COMPLEXITY THEORY
1. Embrace what we do know

 Acknowledge the panic and fear, changes in work patterns, transitions, social isolation – normalise

 Reinforce and repeat messages regarding what remains the same – safety and security 

2. Immediate clear next steps

 When a system is overwhelmed it requires leaders to articulate small next steps

 Sense making in crisis is not lengthy collaboration, rather acting decisively, knowing you will never 
have all the information

3. Seize the opportunity to acquire new skills

 When Excel was invented in 1985, bookkeepers assumed they would be out of jobs. This of course 
did not happen. Now we all use it

The question we should be asking – what jobs are likely to be displaced? Am I re-inventing myself?



PERSPECTIVE 3: INSIGHTS 
FROM NEUROSCIENCE TO 
HELP MOTIVATE  

We are under threat and in survival mode

Our primitive brain (amygdala) trumps our higher 
order brain (pre-frontal cortex)

Anxiety goes up

Exhaustion

Emotional energy

Inconsistency



INSIGHTS FROM NEUROSCIENCE 

Neuroplasticity refers to the brains ability to 

restructure itself in response to the environment 

through persistent training and practice

Hebb’s rule

• Neurons that fire together, wire together

• Neurons that fire apart, wire apart

What should we be deliberate about?

What should we be practicing?



OUR BRAINS SEEK PLEASURE AND AVOID PAIN



HOW CAN YOU OPERATIONALIZE THESE 
INSIGHTS

Change the default response

Inputs and experiences Perceptions 

Primitive brain 

Emotional Brain 

Rational brain 

Be aware of my triggers

Find ways to ground myself and access the rational brain – Mindfulness practices

Use the HERO concept – Hope, Efficacy, Resilience, Optimism 

Focus on 

threats

Focus on 

possibilities



WHAT IS IN THE FOREGROUND?

Resilience

Recovery from Covid-19 creates a focus on 
human capacity

Critical need for self leadership, self 
awareness and agility

Renewed attention to team connectivity

This is a  marathon 

and not a sprint 



WHAT ARE ORGANISATIONS DOING?



Psychological resilience is the ability to 

mentally or emotionally cope with a crisis 

or to return to pre-crisis status quickly

Ian Terte & Christine Stephens 

Definitions of Resilience

Psychological resilience is the ability to 

mentally or emotionally cope with a 

crisis or to return to pre-crisis status 

quickly

Lumina Learning - Ian Terte & Christine Stephens  



IF I KNEW THAT I HAD BEEN THROUGH THE WORST…. 
HOW WOULD I MOVE FORWARD 




